CREW SAFETY DIAGNOSIS
A Safety Condition Indicator Report

Vessel name: Candy
Shipping company: Hegner
Data collection period:
November 2015 - December 2015
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KEY WORDS
• SAFETY AREA is a performance component that has high impact on the vessel’s safety condition.
• SAFETY BEHAVIOUR is a specific way of acting on board that helps ensure a resilient safety culture.
• CULTIVATORS are key parameters that stimulate the performance on a SAFETY AREA.
• FREQUENCY-QUALITY (FQ) relationship indicates how often and how well safety practices are performed within
each SAFETY AREA.
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SAFETY CONDITION INDICATION

Vessel

Candy
November 2015 December 2015
16

Period
Participants

SAFETY AREA

0

Cultivators

SAFETY LEADERSHIP

70

85

95

100

Overall
SCORE

Leaders’ ability to give a clear
direction on safety
Leaders’ efforts to continuously
work on improvements

84

Leaders’ ability to create a trusting
and open atmosphere

HEALTH & WELL-BEING The availability and use of PPE

90

Crews’ experience of time pressure
on the job

RISK MANAGEMENT

Preparation of risk management
Risk management during the
execution of a job

91

Risk management in the finalisation
of a job

ON BOARD LEARNING
& DEVELOPMENT

Initiatives to develop seafarers’
safety skills

93

Collective sharing of useful learnings

SAFETY REPORTING

Safety reporting culture on board
Shore-based staff's follow-up on
safety reports

93
Critical

Improve

Reinforce

Sustain

SAFETY BEHAVIOUR
INSIGHT

INNOVATION
Improvement
initiatives and
mindset

Contributing to a
strong safety culture

INFLUENCE

INTERVENTION
Intervening when
necessary

Making safety a
natural part of
everyday worklife

96

91

95

91

91

Seeking and sharing
knowledg e

OVERALL SCORE
100

INTEGRATION

Sustain
95

Reinforce
85

Improve
70

Critical

0
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ABOUT THE REPORT
This Crew Safety Diagnosis report is generated on the basis of the crew’s responses to a survey about safety on board.
16 seafarers have participated in the survey and it has been conducted over the period of November 2015 - December 2015.

The report consists of 3 sections:
1. SAFETY CONDITION INDICATION illustrates the diagnosis results.
2. DETAILED REPORT contains feedback on the vessel’s performance on 5 safety areas and 5 key safety behaviours.
3. MOVING FORWARD describes the next steps in the process and a model of the safety delta process flow.

The Safety Delta Process
Safety Delta supports the continuous improvement of the safety culture on board and in the company through three stages:
Diagnosis, Dialogue and Development.
The report is part of the first stage: Diagnosis.
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SAFETY LEADERSHIP

SAFETY AREA

Overall score per rank
Senior officers
Junior officers
Ratings

OVERALL SCORE 84

82
89
80
0

20

40

60

80

100

HIGH

Safety leadership drives performance
Engaged, aligned and trustworthy leaders drive
performance. Strong safety leadership is important as it
ensures a resilient and reliable safety performance.
The vessel’s performance on safety leadership is
illustrated in the charts and barometer. For each
CULTIVATOR below a short feedback explains more about
the vessel’s performance within this area.

Frequency
of good safety practice

Use the visualisations and the CULTIVATOR feedback to
analyse trends and identify improvement areas within
safety leadership.

Quality

LOW

HIGH

of safety practice

CULTIVATORS
Leaders’ ability to give a clear direction on safety
SCORE 67

ATTENTION RECOMMENDED!

• Most of the time leaders give clear instructions on how to do the job safely.
• Leaders often have more focus on getting the job done than on safety.
• The safety level varies too much depending on the person in charge.

Leaders’ efforts to continuously work on improvements
SCORE 90

• The leaders’ safety improvement focus is mainly proactive and often initiatives are taken before
an incident happens.
• The leaders generally follow up on safety improvement decisions to ensure they become part of
the work processes.
• Leaders’ efforts to improve work processes have good effect on safety.

Leaders’ ability to create a trusting and open atmosphere
SCORE 94

• The work atmosphere on board is characterised as rather positive.
• Usually leaders positively encourage crew to speak up during meetings/talks.
• Leaders are excellent at acknowledging crew for their safety improvement ideas.
• Mostly leaders are open towards different opinions during meetings/talks.
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HEALTH AND WELL-BEING

SAFETY AREA

Overall score per rank
Senior officers
Junior officers
Ratings

OVERALL SCORE 90
A strong and healthy crew influence performance
It is important to ensure the health and well-being of the crew
through a good and supportive working environment. A strong
and healthy crew positively influence the safety performance
on board.
The charts and barometer illustrate the vessel’s performance
on this safety area. The CULTIVATORS contain feedback that
describes how well health and well-being practices are
performed.
It is recommended to analyse the charts, barometer and the
CULTIVATOR feedback to identify trends and improvement
areas within health and well-being.

88
99
85
0

20

40
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80

100

HIGH

Frequency
of good safety practice

LOW

Quality

HIGH

of safety practice

CULTIVATORS
The availability and use of PPE
SCORE 93

• Crew always have all the necessary PPE to help ensure their safety.
• Only occasionally do crew members avoid using the required PPE.
• The quality of the PPE is moderate.
• All crew members know how to use the PPE correctly.

Crews’ experience of time pressure on the job
SCORE 88

• Crew frequently violate the rest hour period without registering the extra time.
• Crew do not make shortcuts on safety procedures due to time pressure.
• When exceeding work hours, crew generally get the right compensatory rest.
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RISK MANAGEMENT

SAFETY AREA

Overall score per rank
Senior officers
Junior officers
Ratings

OVERALL SCORE 91
Risk management in every stage of the job
Risk management helps ensure safe working conditions in
every stage of a work process; in preparation, execution
and finalisation. Accordingly, thorough risk management
serves as the backbone of everyday safety on board.
The vessel’s performance on risk management is
visualised in the charts and barometer. Below, the
feedback on each CULTIVATOR elaborates the vessel’s
performance on risk management.
It is suggested to analyse the CULTIVATOR feedback and
the score visualisations to identify trends and gain input
on how to improve the vessel’s risk management
practices.

95
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89
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HIGH

Frequency
of good safety practice

LOW

Quality

HIGH

of safety practice

CULTIVATORS
Preparation of risk management
SCORE 86

• Risk assessments are rather frequently done after the actual job is finished.
• Only sometimes are all potential risks thoroughly assessed when preparing a job.
• Only now and then do team members meet unprepared for the job.
• All barriers/control measures are always in place before starting the job.
• Only in some instances do crew feel they lack the skills to identify all risks in the job.

Risk management during the execution of a job
SCORE 90

• Toolbox talks/meetings are always held just before starting the job.
• All team members participate actively in the toolbox talks/meetings.
• Toolbox talks/meetings always make the work safer.
• Team members frequently ignore changes in the work conditions.
• A team member would always be stopped if he/she did an unsafe act.
• Critically often team members communicate poorly during jobs which may lead to unsafe
situations.

Risk management in the finalisation of a job
SCORE 96

• Only at times is the workplace left in an unsafe condition when the job is done.
• After the job, the job team always gather to make a brief evaluation of how safely the job was
done.
• Crew always learns something useful about safety during brief evaluations of the job.
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ON BOARD LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT

SAFETY AREA

Overall score per rank
Senior officers
Junior officers
Ratings

OVERALL SCORE 93
On board learning improves performance
The safety performance is improved through the on-going
development of safety skills and work processes.
Therefore, on board learning and development of
individuals and the crew as a whole is crucial to safety.
The charts and barometer visualise the vessel’s
performance on this safety area. Each CULTIVATOR
contains detailed feedback that explains how well concrete
safety practices related to on board learning and
development are performed.
Use the charts, barometer and the CULTIVATOR feedback to
analyse and develop the vessel’s performance regarding
on board learning and development.
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Frequency
of good safety practice

LOW

Quality

HIGH

of safety practice

CULTIVATORS
Initiatives to develop seafarers’ safety skills
SCORE 91

• Leaders typically comment on crew’s way of working in a rather disrespectful manner.
• Leaders give excellent guidance on how to improve when commenting on crews’ work.
• 15% of the crew indicate that it is not common for leaders to acknowledge crew for good work.
• Crew’s safety skills are always evaluated during their appraisal/evaluation on board.
• Crew members usually take part in a discussion about their own appraisal/evaluation with their
superior.
• The work performance evaluations always help improve the crew’s skills for working safely.

Collective sharing of useful learnings
SCORE 94

• When crew members find a better/safer way of working it is mostly shared with the rest of the
crew.
• Safety learnings from other vessels or the office provide very high value for the crew.
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SAFETY REPORTING

SAFETY AREA

Overall score per rank
Senior officers
Junior officers
Ratings

OVERALL SCORE 93
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87
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HIGH

Performance is supported by good safety reporting
Safety reporting that provides good learning and is followed up
by the shore-based office supports the constant improvement of
safety performance. Therefore, safety reporting is essential to
safety on board.
The vessel’s performance on safety reporting is illustrated in the
charts and barometer. The feedback on each CULTIVATOR
describes the vessel’s performance on safety reporting in detail.

20

Frequency
of good safety practice

The charts, barometer and the CULTIVATOR feedback can be used
to analyse the vessel’s performance on safety reporting and to
identify trends and improvement opportunities.

Quality

LOW

HIGH

of safety practice

CULTIVATORS
Safety reporting culture on board
Percentage of crew per rank who typically participates in making safety reports
Senior officers
Junior officers
Ratings

100%
100%
100%
0

SCORE 93
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• When an unsafe situation occurs that require reporting, a report is always made.
• Crew only sometimes lack knowledge of how to make good safety reports.
• Crew only sometimes feel they blame other crew members if they make a report.
• Safety reports are always sufficiently discussed with the crew.
• In few instances are safety reports made only because it is demanded by the company.
• Important findings from safety reports always lead to improvements.

Shore-based staff's follow-up on safety reports
SCORE 93

• Safety reports are followed up by the shore-based staff in a fairly sufficient manner.
• Follow up by shore-based staff on safety reports is experienced as quite useful.
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SAFETY BEHAVIOURS

SAFETY BEHAVIOUR

Insight: Seeking and sharing knowledge
Insight is demonstrated when the crew seek and share safety insights and knowledge. Insight is
an important key behaviour because it increases the understanding of safety practices and why
these are important.
The vessel’s performance on Insight is based on these indications:

SCORE 96

• The crew’s efforts to share and discuss safety insights with each other are fairly good.
• The crew are extremely good at seeking safety relevant knowledge through leaders and other
crew members.
• The safety knowledge shared on board is very useful and of great value.

Innovation: Improvement initiatives and mindset
Innovation is demonstrated when the crew take initiative to improve safety on board and
implement improvement solutions in work processes. Innovation is a key behaviour because it
ensures continuous improvement and highlights the need to go beyond compliance and reach for
excellence.

SCORE 91

The below feedback elaborates the vessel’s score on Innovation:
• The crew’s efforts to improve safety on board are quite good.
• The crew are fairly good at implementing new and better ways of doing in the work processes.
• The improvement culture on board is predominantly proactive.

Influence: Contributing to a strong safety culture
Influence is demonstrated when the crew actively and positively influence and contribute to a
strong, open and trusting atmosphere on board. Influence is a key behaviour because the safety
culture relies on the crew’s willingness to positively influence colleagues and likewise to be
influenced by others.
The vessel’s performance on Influence is based on these indications:

SCORE 95

• The leaders’ efforts to encourage and develop the crew’s safety behaviour are exceptionally
good.
• The crew are excellent at contributing to a strong safety atmosphere through good and active
safety behaviours.
• The safety atmosphere is experienced as rather open and trusting.
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SAFETY BEHAVIOURS

SAFETY BEHAVIOUR

Intervention: Intervening when necessary
Intervention is demonstrated when crew members intervene towards each other if an unsafe act or
condition is observed. Intervention is a key behaviour because it makes crew members act as
backup for their colleagues and hereby unintentional mistakes and accidents can be prevented.

SCORE 91

The below feedback indicates your vessel’s performance on Intervention:
• Crew members are exceptionally good at intervening towards each other.
• Situational awareness on board is poorly embedded.

Integration: Making safety a natural part of everyday work life
Integration is demonstrated when the crew make safety a natural part of their mindset and
integrate safety in everyday work processes. Integration is a key behaviour because it is the
foundation for a resilient and reliable safety culture.
The assessment of Integration on board your vessel is based on these indications:

SCORE 91

• Crew are well involved in safety discussions on board.
• Safety processes and considerations are only slightly integrated as a natural part before, during
and after all tasks.
• The safety processes have a very positive impact on safety on board.
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MOVING FORWARD
The safety delta process flow illustrates the steps in the process and describes how to move forward.
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